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1. THERMAL CONVECTION
1.1. Introduction
Imaging hitching a ride with a parcel of fluid within a body of fluid that is heated from
below and cooled from above:
heating → expansion → rise → cooling → contraction → sink
The corresponding conceptual model is a layer of fluid heated from below and cooled
from above, so that there is a temperature difference of ∆T across the layer and at steady
state the heat conducted across the bottom and top boundaries is equal and given by the
heat flux q. The fundamental concept is that convection is characterized by temperature
fluctuations at the macroscopic scale.
q

T = T0

z
T(z)

H

T = T0 + ΔT

q

Figure 1
Conceptual model for Rayleigh-Benard convection. A fluid layer of thickness H is heated from
below and cooled from above, by maintaining a temperature difference across the layer of ∆T . At
steady stead the heat flux across the bottom and top boundaries, q, is the same. A spherical blobs
shown in red (blue) of hot (cold) and buoyantly rising (sinking) indicates the convective motions
of the fluid. The cyan-colored circles with arrows indicate the overall convective motions after the
onset of convection. The length scales over which convective velocities change is H, as is the
length scale of temperature changes that scale as ∆T . The temperature profile shown in orange
indicates the formation of hot and cold thermal boundary layers.

The following analysis pertains to conditions where the viscous force is dominant over
inertial forces, as is the case for Earth’s mantle. In this case the viscous force is balanced
by the buoyancy force
µ∇2 u ∼ |gργ∆T | ,
1.
or equivalently
ν∇2 u ∼ |gγ∆T | .

2.

Here µ is the dynamic viscosity, ν = µ/ρ is the kinematic viscosity, ρ is the density of the
fluid, u is the fluid velocity, g is the acceleration due to gravity, γ is the thermal expansivity,
T is temperature and ∆T is the difference in temperature between bottom and top of the
fluid layer.
Using H as the characteristic length scale, and U as the characteristic velocity scale, we
can non-dimensionalize the force balance to obtain
U∼
2
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gγ∆T H 2
.
ν

3.

The characteristic time scale for buoyant rise across the layer is given by
τU ∼ H/U.

4.

As hot or cold fluid traverses the fluid layer, it loses heat to the surrounding fluid by
conduction. For convection to occur temperature variations of the order of ∆T have to
persist across the entire thickness of the layer, we define the characteristic diffusion time
scale, τα using the layer thickness, H, and the thermal diffusivity, α, to obtain
τα ∼ H 2 /α.

5.

For convective motions to occur τα  τU , or
1

gγ∆T H 3
τα
=
≡ Ra,
τU
αν

6.

where the term on the right hand side of this equation is called the Rayleigh number. It is
found that if Ra is greater than some critical value, Rac ≈1000, the fluid layer will convect.
SUMMARY POINTS
1. At small Rayleigh numbers (but above the critical Ra), convection in a layer of
uniform thickness takes the form of rolls and hexagonal cells.
2. At high Rayleigh numbers heat is conducted across (thin) thermal boundary layers
at the heated bottom and/or cooled top. The thermal boundary are in a perpetual
state of critical instability, giving rise to thermally buoyant plumes.
3. During high Ra convection, heat is advected by plumes across the interior and the
interior temperature is on average uniform (adiabatic).
4. If viscosity is temperature dependent it affects the cold thermal boundary layer,
which can become a sluggish lid or a stagnant lid.
• At viscosity contrasts of <100 the upper boundary is entirely mobile.
• At viscosity contrasts of 102 to 103 the upper boundary becomes sluggish
(sluggish lid).
• At viscosity contrasts of 104 the upper boundary becomes stagnant (stagnant
lid).
5. If viscosity is temperature(volatile)-dependent there is a feedback that leads to selfregulation: temperature/volatiles increase → viscosity decreases → Ra increases &
heat flow/degassing increase → temperature/volatiles decreases.
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Figure 2
Two-dimensional rolls and three-dimensional hexagonal cells in a fluid layer heated from below,
just above critical. (Bejan, 1995, Figure 5.22)

Figure 3
Isothermal convection, heated from below and cooled from above at high Rayleigh number.
(Bejan, 1995, Figure 5.23)
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FIG. 1. Experimental apparatus.
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FIG. 1. Vertical temperature distribution; ! denotes boundary layer thicknesses, z is the vertical position, T is temperature, and $ is the dimensionless
temperature.
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D. Nu–Ra relationship

Finally, we consider the relationship between the Nusselt
and Rayleigh numbers, assumed to be of the form
Nu"Ra# .

8
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!15$

The scaling law relating these two quantities has been the
focus of many theoretical, experimental, and numerical studies, because it relates heat transport to physical properties of
the convecting system. In high Pr convection !low Re$, #
%0.28 !e.g., Refs. 5, 7, 9$.
Previous studies7,28 have found that Nu is more closely
related to Ra/Rac where Rac is the critical value for the onset
of convection.29 In Fig. 12 we plot Nu against Ra/Rac along
with the best-fit relationship of Richter et al.:7
Nuexp"1.46! Ra/Rac $ 0.281,

!16$

where the subscript exp indicates that Nuexp is the ‘‘expected
value’’ of Nu. We find systematic deviations of our mea-

1.2. Conductive heat transfer
A FEW THINGS TO REMEMBER
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Energy has units of J = N.m = kg.m2 /s2 .
Power has units of W = J/s = N.m/s = kg.m2 /s3 .
Heat flux, q, has units of W/m2 .
The specific heat capacity, cp , has units of J/(K.kg).
Thermal conductivity, k, has units of W/(m.K).
Thermal diffusivity, α = k/(ρcp ), has units of m2 /s.

Fourier’s law of heat conduction in one dimension
q = −k

dT
dz

7.

or more generally
q = −k∇T,

8.

where k is thermal conductivity in units of W m−1 K−1 , T is temperature and q is heat
flux.
• What are the units of q?
From energy balance of a representative elemental volume it is possible to derive an equation
for the conservation of energy for a solid or motionless fluid
ρcp

∂T
= −∇ · q,
∂t

9.

where ρ is density and cp is heat capacity. For constant material properties
ρcp
or

∂T
= k∇2 T
∂t

∂T
= α∇2 T,
∂t

10.

11.

where α is the thermal diffusivity (m2 s−1 ).

1.3. Nusselt-Rayleigh number from assumption of critically unstable thermal
boundary layer
It should be noted that alternate derivations of the Nu-Ra scaling relation exist that result
in relationships of Nu ∼ Ra1/3 . In fact, experiments show that measured convective heat
fluxes fall somewhere between Nu ∼ Ra1/4 and Nu ∼ Ra1/3 , depending on the magnitude
of Ra, with the majority of experiments falling closer to Ra1/3 than Ra1/4 . A very simple
analysis is based on the following consideration.
A layer of fluid of thickness H, which is heated from below and cooled above begins to
convect at Ra ∼ 103 . At Ra > 103 , the layer convect in the form of two-dimensional rolls
or hexagonal cells called Bénard cells. At Ra  103 , this orderly convection patter breaks
down and the flow is by thermals or plumes. In this case the spatially averaged temperature
HMG Lecture Notes • Parameterized Convection
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in the interior of the layer is approximately uniform, with a cold and hot thermal boundary
later (TBL) at the top and bottom, respectively. The TBL remains in a critiacal state,
that is it thickens to the point of instability, where thermals or plumes are generated. This
critical thickness, δT corresponds to the critical Rayleigh number, that is RaδT ≈ 103 , where
RaδT ≡

gγ∆T δT3
.
αν

12.

We can thus express the Rayleigh number for the layer in terms of RaδT as

RaH = RaδT

H
δT

3

∼ 103



3

H
δT

13.

and, hence,
−1/3

δT ∼ 10 H RaH

.

14.

Because heat into and out of the convecting layer is by diffusion acorss the TBL, the actual
heat flux is
∆T
qconvective ∼ k
,
15.
δT
whereas the conductive heat flux in the absence of convection would be
qconducitve ∼ k

∆T
.
H

16.

From this we obtain
qconvective
Nu ≡
∼
qconducitve


 

∆T
∆T
k
/ k
∼
δt
H

! 

∆T
k
/
k
−1/3
H
10 H Ra
∆T

17.

H

or
1/3

Nu ≈ 0.1 RaH .

18.

This result is rather remarkable, because it indicates that the thermal boundary layers are
decoupled from the one another or the interior of the convecting layer. As H is increased
conductive heat flow decreases, whereas convective heat flow remains constant. That this
is so, can be seen by solving the Nu ∼ Ra1/3 relation for qconvective

qconvective ∼ k∆T

gγ∆T
αν

1/3
.

19.

Clearly, there is no dependence of qconvective on H. It is, however, important to note that
Nu ∼ Ra1/3 is a limit, and under a wide range of realistic conditions, especially at finite Pr
where inertial forces may perhaps not be entirely negligible, it is found
Nu = a Rab ,

where

1
1
≤b≤ .
4
2

20.

1.4. Advanced considerations for Nusselt-Rayleigh number
As you can see, there seems to be some discrepancy in relationship between Nusselt number
and Rayleigh number. Based on a large amount of experimental work, it turns out that
there is no single relation that fits the Nusselt number for all values of Rayleigh number.
Overall, it has been found that
Nu = aRab .
21.
10
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For example, the analysis from Section refsec:Nu-Ra-TurcotteSchubert gives
a = Ra−b
and b = 1/3,
c

22.

where the critical Rayleigh number is Rac ≈ 1000. However, in reality constants a and b
depend on the value of Ra and also on Pr. For example, Schubert et al. (Mantle Convection
in the Earth and Planets, 2000) suggest that at very large Pr and Ra= 106
a = 0.27 and b = 0.3185

23.

are good values. A recent comprehensive analysis by Grossmann and Lohse (J. Fluid Mech.,
2000) finds that across a wide range of Ra and Pr the following relationship is a reasonable
approximation
Nu = 0.27 Ra1/4 + 0.038 Ra1/3 .
24.
Unfortunately, for earth scientists dealing with sub- and/or super-solidus convection in
materials with a temperature dependent viscosity, the matter becomes more complicated.
The thickness of the hot and cold thermal boundary layers is no longer equal and the
average interior temperature is shifted to values somewhat greater than (Tcold + Thot )/2.
Furthermore, it becomes more tricky to define the Rayleigh number, because viscosity is no
longer a constant. One way this has been approached is outlined in Manga and Weeraratne
(Physics of Fluids, 1999), where they defined the Rayleigh number based on the viscosity
at T = (Tcold + Thot )/2, and obtained a Nu-Ra relationship of

Nu = 1.46

Ra
Rac

0.281
25.

for Ra . 106 and provided that Pr is sufficiently large.

1.5. Parameterized convection
The Nu-Ra scaling pertains to the steady heat transfer across a layer of fluid that is heated
from below and cooled from above, by holding the temperatures at the top and bottom
constant. Here we assume that this scaling applies to a convecting layer that is cooling, at
a rate that is sufficiently slow, so that any given time the heat transfer from the layer can
be obtained from the Nu-Ra relationship.
The rate of heat transfer out of a convecting layer of thickness H is
ρcp HA

dT
= qconvective A,
dt

26.

where A is surface area. Using Nu-Ra, we know that
qconvective = a Rab qconductive =

a k∆T
Rab .
H

27.

Therefore,
dT
a α∆T
=
Rab .
dt
H2

28.

In the presence of internal heat generation Q (units of W m−3 ) this equation becomes
dT
a α∆T
Q
Rab +
.
=
dt
H2
ρcp

29.
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For instantaneous heating or cooling of a half-space Turcotte & Schubert define thickness
of the thermal boundary layer as that thickness over which the temperature changes by
90% of the temperature difference between the surface and the far field interior. Solving
the heat equation using the similarity variable
z
η= √ ,
2 αt
where z is the spatial variable and
heat flux at the surface

30.

√
αt is the characteristic diffusion distance, gives for the
k∆T
,
q= √
2 παt

31.

where the factor of 1/2 accounts for the fact that the temperature difference across the
upper thermal boundary layer (the lithosphere) is −∆T /2. Assuming that the oceanic
lithosphere is equivalent to a thermal boundary layer, Turcrotte & Schubert equate L to
the thickness of the lithosphere as it cools with time, t, over which it has moved a distance
X = Us t from the spreading ridge. Here Us is the spreading rate. The average residence
time of oceanic lithosphere on the Earth’s surface, τ , that is the average time before oceanic
lithosphere subducts, is given by the area of the ocean floor Ao = AE − Ac , the total length
of ridge, Yr and the average spreading rate, Us . We thus have
τ =

Ao
.
Yr Us

32.

Therefore the average heat flux at the surface of the oceanic lithosphere, q̄ can be obtained
from integration of Equation 31. as

Substituting for τ gives

k∆T
q̄ = √
.
πατ

33.

√
k∆T Us
.
q̄ = p
παAo /Yr

34.

Within the framework of our convective model, the convective heat flux qconvective equals
the heat conducted through the upper thermal boundary layer (the oceanic lithosphere),
that is
∆T
qconvective = q̂ = k
.
35.
2L
Equating q̄ with qconvective and solving for the spreading rate thus gives
Us =

παAo /Yr 2
· qconvective ,
(k∆T )2

36.

which is the same as Equation 45 of Tajika and Matsui (1992), except for the factor of
2 squared, due to the aforementioned definition of the temperature difference across the
lithosphere.
TAKE-HOME MESSAGE
1. Using Nu-Ra one can calculate mantle temperature as a function of time.

12
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2. This requires appropriate definition of the Ra and exponent b to account for internal heating and temperature/volatile-dependent viscosity and other ‘complicating’
factors.
3. Using Nu-Ra one can also calculate the MOR spreading rate, Ur .
4. In addition, Nu-Ra gives the depth of melting, dm , beneath MORs, via mantle
temperature (Section 3).
5. Ur together with dm allow calculation of the melt production rate, which in turn is
used to calculate the mantle degassing rate.

1.6. Internal heating

Figure 9
Figure 8.3 of Davies.
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2. MANTLE CONVECTION

NEW

NATURE|Vol 459|28 May 2009

2.1. Plate-scale and layered convection
a Layered mantle

reservoir’ that formed at the ba
within the first 30 million yea
the Earth, some 4.5 billion year
that we now have an embarra
outs for noble gases (see also ref
possible solutions to our volati

b Whole-mantle convection
Continental or oceanic plate

Convective
stirring

Tim Elliott is in the Department o
University of Bristol, Bristol BS8
e-mail: tim.elliott@bristol.ac.uk

660-km
discontinuity
Convective
stirring

Figure 2 | The subduction connection. a, Models of noble-gas evolution have classically implied
that only the upper mantle is effectively degassed2,3, with the 660-kilometre seismic discontinuity
producing a layered mantle by representing a boundary to the subduction of plates and the flow
of material into the deep mantle. b, Seismological images5, however, now provide strong evidence
that plates can penetrate into the lower mantle, with the associated counterflow producing wholemantle convection. The model of Gonnermann and Mukhopadhyay1 shows that, contrary to many
expectations, this mode of whole-mantle convection is quite compatible with observations of helium
isotopes and other noble gases. Graphic not to scale.
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measurements pose more questions than they grips with12. And perhaps ironically, the work
provide answers for in our understanding of Gonnermann and Mukhopadhyay1 arrives
of Earth’s interior10.
at a time when the Earth science community is
Gonnermann and Mukhopadhyay1 tackle grappling with striking evidence13 for a ‘hidden
these issues with alarmingly simple finesse.
Figure 10
They propose a solution in which the lower
is not Nature,
isolated, 2009.
but just sluggish. This
Figure mantle
2 of Elliott,
is not unreasonable because mantle viscos- OLFACTION
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to reproduce the natural range of isotopic com- results should help us to understand how that animals use olfaction to
positions in other systems11. It is not a dynamic animals identify pathogens or assess the health other organisms may be dange
model, but the requirements of the successful status of potential partners.
judge the health status of pot
ESCI-555
model solutions do not seem onerous, even if
Not so long ago, it was believed that the olfac- For example, mice use olfacto
they clearly need to be explored using numeri- tory system of most mammals had only two potential mates that are infected
cal simulations of convection. The essential divisions: a main olfactory system that detects whereas nematode worms dev
feature, that the mantle is not layered but not environmental odours, for instance those emit- odours given off by harmful b
homogeneous, also seems eminently reason- ted by food or predators, and an accessory avoiding toxic food8. Howeve
able, and it is perhaps surprising that such (vomeronasal) olfactory system that detects olfactory-based aversion behav
an idea has previously not been sufficiently pheromones — intraspecies chemical signals documented, no olfactory su
explored. Yet many ideas seem obvious only that elicit a stereotyped behavioural or hor- dedicated to the assessment of
after they have been shown to be effective.
monal change. It is now clear that the sense of disease has been identified in
Before feeling too comfortable, however, it smell is much more complex. Indeed, the main findings of Rivière and colleagu
must be remembered that there are the mys- and accessory olfactory systems each respond this missing link.

Noses within noses
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4–6

6. The presence of continental plates that cannot sink into the mantle complicates
plate-scale convection.
7. The presence of phase transitions in the transition zone modulates plate-scale flow.
8. Increase in viscosity with depth in the lower mantle also modulates plate-scale flow.

SUMMARY POINTS: LAYERED MANTLE CONVECTION
1. Viscosity is thought to increase by a factor of 10-100 from upper to lower mantle.
This result comes from the analysis of geoid anomalies.
2. Ocean-island basalts (OIBs) are isotopically distinct from mid-ocean ridge basalts
(MORBs). MORBs are produced by melting of upper mantle. The mantle source
of OIBs remains controversial, but they typically thought to originate in the lower
mantle. This implies that there is considerable geochemical differences between
upper mantle and OIB mantle reservoirs.
3. The transition zone can “retard” buoyant flow across it.
4. Small compositional changes (e.g., Fe, Si) between upper and lower mantle may
translate to compositional density differences and convective stratification.
5. The combination of an increase in viscosity, transition zone, perhaps compositional
density changes in conjunction with observed geochemical differences between OIBs
and MORBs has led to the hypothesis of layered mantle convection.
6. Most numerical modeling of mantle convection suggests that layered mantle convection, if it exists at all, is “weak”.
7. Seismic tomography indicates that slabs penetrate into the lower mantle, albeit not
completely unfettered by the transition zone.
8. Alternative hypotheses for geochemical mantle heterogeneity are (1) that the mantle
is heterogeneous at a small scale and that MORBs and OIBs are produced from
different parts of the same heterogeneous mantle assemblage; (2) that OIBs originate
from some ancient (primordial) layer, perhaps D”, or some ”stealth” mantle layer.

SOME COMPLICATING ISSUES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Mantle viscosity is temperature dependent.
Mantle viscosity depends on water content.
Internal heating affects Nu-Ra scaling.
Temperature-dependent viscosity can result in plume heads with persistent tails.
Mobile upper boundary vs. sluggish lid vs. stagnant lid.

SOME QUESTIONS
1. If slabs penetrate into the lower mantle mass balance requires that there is a return
flow from lower mantle to upper mantle. Will this have led over Earth’s history to
complete homogenization of upper and lower mantle?
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2. Where do OIBs originate?

Figure 11
Figure 10-1 of Davies. Plates are “weak” and “break” at plate boundaries. This changes the
convective “planform”.
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Figure 12
Figure 10.3 of Davies. Higher viscosity in the lower mantle decouples upper and lower mantle flow.
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Figure 13
Figure 10.6 of Davies. Constant viscosity downwellings do not penetrate the transition zone, but
instead pile up until sufficient thermally dense mass has accumulated to cause “overturn”.
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Figure 14
Figure 10.7 of Davies. If cold downwellings are of high viscosity, then they penetrate the
transitions zone. This is even more accentuated in three-dimensions.
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Figure 15
Figure 10.13 of Davies. Depth-dependent increase in viscosity causes plates to pile up and spread
out in the lower mantle.
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2576

F. Albarede and R. D. van der Hilst

Figure 2. Series of mantle cross-sections through the recent P-wave model of Karason & van
der Hilst (2000) to illustrate the structural complexity in the upper-mantle transition zone and
the regional variation in the fate of the slabs. Dashed lines are drawn at depths of 410, 660 and
1700 km, respectively. The model is based on short-period, routinely processed P, pP and PKP
travel-time residuals (Engdahl et al. 1998) and a large number of PP-P and PKP-Pdiff differential times measured by waveform cross-correlation from long-period seismograms. The global
model was parametrized with an irregular grid of constant-wave-speed cells, which allows high
resolution in regions of dense data coverage, and three-dimensional finite frequency sensitivity
kernels were used to account for different periods at which the measurements were made. With
this technique, the low-frequency data can constrain long-wavelength mantle structure without
preventing the short-period data from resolving small-scale heterogeneity.

into the lower mantle (figure 2). This complexity was first borne out by regional studies (e.g. Fukao et al. 1992; van der Hilst et al. 1991; Zhou & Clayton 1990) but has
Figure
of Albarede
and van der Hilst (2002).
confirmed
since2been
by high-resolution global inversions (Bijwaard et al. 1998; Fukao
et al. 2001; Karason & van der Hilst 2000; van der Hilst et al. 1997). Slab deflection
(and accumulation) probably occurs beneath Izu Bonin (figure 2), the Banda and
New Hebrides arcs and several parts of the Mediterranean; deep slabs, sometimes
severely deformed in the transition zone, have been detected beneath the Mariana,
Central Japan, Tonga-Kermadec, Sunda and northern Kurile arcs, the Philippines,
parts of the Aegean and Central and South America (figure 2). Apparently the fate
of subducted slabs is more complex than expected from the end-member models of
either unobstructed whole-mantle flow or convective layering at a depth of 660 km
(Gu et al. 2001; Lay 1994; van der Hilst et al. 1991).
HMG
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layering at depths of 660 km but can be caused by interplay between relative plate
motion (i.e. lateral trench migration) and slab deformation upon encountering resisFigure 16
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cular, analyses of noble gases emanating to higher 4He/3He ratios than any unmolested, a boundary to mantle flow, and so the notion
the mantle have been prominent in shap- ‘primitive’ mantle. The low 4He/3He ratio evi- that primitive mantle can be preserved in the
models of Earth’s structure. Lately, these dent in some ocean islands was thus taken to lower mantle became untenable (Fig. 2b). Thus,
have seemed to be more paradoxical than reflect their derivation from such a primitive some researchers6,7 have argued for an entirely
minating, but Gonnermann and Mukho- source that had been convectively isolated from different mechanism for creating low 4He/3He
yay (page 560 of this issue)1 have revisited the rest of the mantle. This meshed with the ratios in the mantle. Yet noble-gas mythology
puzzle and, by adding a new twist to an old idea that ocean islands are the surface mani- is deep-rooted, and others have rebranded the
ept, help us come to terms again with our festation of mantle plumes that, like the wax layered mantle with a deeper boundary8, or suget’s gassy innards.
in lava lamps, rise by thermal buoyancy from a gested that we live in a unique time in which
s is continuously lost from Earth’s interior, 2.2.
deep,
hot boundaryconvection
layer (Fig. 1b).
long-term layering has only just been breached9.
Plume-scale
g carried to the surface in magmas proImagination can be allowed to run further So it has increasingly seemed that noble-gas
d by melting of the shallow mantle. The
a Mid-ocean ridge
b Ocean island
dances and isotopic compositions of the
High 4He/3He
Low 4He/3He
Subduction
amounts of noble gases thus erupted prozone (see Fig. 2)
He lost
clues to Earth’s evolution. In this field of
y, the natural isotopic variability of helium
Continental or
oceanic plate
U + Th
had an especially influential role. Helium
U + Th
3
4
wo stable isotopes, He and He. Earth’s
plement of 3He was acquired during the
et’s formation, whereas 4He has been prod throughout Earth’s history by the decay
Upper mantle
e naturally occurring radionuclides of
(He poor)
660-km
ium and thorium. Thus, the 4He/3He
discontinuity
increases with time, with a magnitude
Lower mantle
(He rich)
ndent on the (U+Th)/He ratio.
s well established that the 4He/3He ratios
agma from many ocean islands (such as
aii) are significantly lower than those of
ma erupted at submarine mid-oceanic
Mantle plume
es. This observation has been thought to
ct ‘degassing’ of the upper mantle as a result
elting and crust formation at mid-ocean
es, driven by the spreading of tectonic
Figure 1 | Isotope ratios and Earth’s mantle. a, As oceanic plates are pulled apart at mid-ocean ridges, the
s (Fig. 1a). Magma transports helium, uraupper mantle rises in their place and (partially) melts. Uranium, thorium and helium in this portion of
m and thorium from the mantle to the sur- mantle are transferred to the magma, which migrates to the surface to form crust. Helium is lost during
Although helium is ultimately lost to the crystallization of the melts, but uranium and thorium are retained in the crust and are ultimately returned
sphere, non-volatile uranium and thorium to the mantle by plate subduction (Fig. 2). Thus, the upper mantle becomes ‘degassed’ and the (U+Th)/He
in in the crust to be subsequently returned ratio increases, which with time translates into higher 4He/3H ratios. b, By contrast, ocean islands show a low
e mantle by plate subduction. Hence, the 4He/3He ratio, thought to reflect a deep-mantle source of underlying mantle plumes. Graphic not to scale.
© 2009 Macmillan Publishers Limited. All rights reserved
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Figure 17
Figure 1 of Elliott, Nature, 2009.
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Figure 18
Figure 11-5 of Davies.
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Figure 19
Figure 11-13 of Davies.
RG3002

Jellinek and Manga: LONG-LIVED MANTLE PLUMES

RG3002

Figure 1. A map of hot spots that have both well-defined hot spot tracks and flood basalts at their
origins [from Duncan and Richards, 1991].
McNutt,
Figure
20 1998], to the topography and geometry of the
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global mid-ocean ridge system [Morgan et al., 1987;
Figure
from Duncan
and Richards,
Parmentier
and Morgan,
1990; Small,1991.
1995; Abelson
and Agnon, 2001; Ito et al., 2003] and to cause lithospheric instabilities leading to continental breakup [e.g.,
Morgan, 1974; White and McKenzie, 1989; Arndt and
Christensen, 1992]. Viewing mantle plumes as an intrinsic
ESCI-555
part of how the Earth cools led also to efforts toward selfconsistent models for the thermal and compositional evolution of the planet as a whole [e.g., Christensen, 1984a;
Zindler and Hart, 1986; Turcotte and Kellogg, 1986;
Kellogg and Wasserburg, 1990; Davies and Richards,
1992; Davies, 1990, 1993; Campbell and Griffiths, 1992,
1993; Christensen and Hofmann, 1994; O’Nions and
Tolstikhin, 1996; Albarede, 1998; Tackley, 1998a, 1998b;
Coltice and Ricard, 2002; van Keken and Ballentine, 1999;
Coltice et al., 2000; Tackley and Xie, 2002; Korenaga,
2003; Samuel and Farnetani, 2003]. The plume – hot spot
model is also useful for comparative planetology. Basic
differences in the nature of volcanism on the Earth, where

defining characteristic of such features. In recent years,
however, an improved resolution of hot spot motion has
challenged, or at least redefined, the notion of hot spot
fixity. For example, a number of paleomagnetic studies have
shown that hot spots may be divided into at least two global
families that move relative to each other at a rate currently
less than about 1 cm yr1: the Pacific family and the IndoAtlantic family, which may or may not include Iceland [e.g.,
Raymond et al., 2000; Norton, 2000; Courtillot et al.,
2003]. Within each group, however, there is negligible
relative motion between individual hot spots [e.g., Burke
et al., 1973; Molnar and Atwater, 1973]. Furthermore,
building on earlier work by Gordon and Cape [1981] and
Morgan [1981], Tarduno et al. [2003] find that the paleolatitude of the Hawaiian hot spot is not fixed. Consequently,
these authors argue that the well-known bend in the
Hawaiian-Emperor seamount chain, and possibly that in
the Louisville hot spot track, may be dominated by motion
of the underlying plumes relative to the Pacific plate rather
than the reverse, which is the conventional explanation. The

366
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Fig. 2. A map of velocity ratio V^viscosity ratio V^Rayleigh number Ra space summarizing the in£uence of imposed large-scale
on convection from a hot boundary across a broad range of conditions. Note the change in the style of £ow that occurs when the velocity ratio VW1. In all experiments shown, convection from the hot boundary is fully developed prior to turning on2the
See text
for discussion.
Regimes: (A) Ra = 4.0U107 , V = 5.0, V = 0; (B) Ra = 9.5U106 , V = 23, V = 0; (C)
Figure
of belts.
Jellinek
et al.,
EPSL, 2003.
Ra = 2.0U106 , V = 69, V = 0; (D) Ra = 3.0U107 , V = 9.0, V = 5; (E) Ra = 3.5U106 , V = 90, V = 8; (F) Ra = 5.0U107 , V = 5, V = 37;
(G) Ra = 3.8U106 , V = 60, V s 10; (H) Ra = 2.5U106 , V = 90, V = 20.
circulation
Figure
21

causes thickening and thinning of the thermal
boundary layer beneath the central upwelling
and downwellings at the sidewalls, respectively.
Plumes move along the lower boundary toward
the central upwelling at a rate determined by the
horizontal velocity at the top of the thermal
boundary layer, while ascending plume heads
and conduits are drawn towards the central upwelling at a rate governed by velocities in the £uid
interior. At large velocity ratios (V s 10), and depending on V, plume formation is increasingly
suppressed over the distance between the sidewalls
and the central upwelling. Plume suppression occurs either because the thermal boundary layer is
insu⁄ciently thick to form plumes, or because
nascent plume instabilities are advected into the

central upwelling before they can grow into
plumes. In the extreme case of V s 10 and
V s 100, the thermal boundary layer appears to
be insu⁄ciently thick to form plumes and all of
the boundary layer £uid is advected horizontally
into the central upwelling, where it forms a buoyant sheet. We note that the suppression of plumedriven £ow is not simply due to a lower Ra
[31,32] ^ the £ow is plume-dominated in experiments conducted in the absence of imposed largescale stirring.
The viscosity ratio V has three e¡ects on the
£ow. First, for a given temperature di¡erence
vT, the size and rise velocity of plume heads is
determined
the • boundary
layer Convection
thickness,
HMG
Lecture by
Notes
Parameterized
which depends on the viscosity of the interior £u-
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6. A laboratory experiment with compositional
on in which low-viscosity water (blue) is injected
a permeable plate into high-viscosity glucose syrup.
that is dynamically similar to thermal convection,
llects in a gravitationally unstable compositional
y layer at the base of the syrup and then drains
ently as plumes with large heads and narrow
ng conduits. Despite the presence of robust lowconduits, complicated interactions among rising
prevent their becoming long-lived stable features.

and Nataf, 1993; Nataf and Houard, 1993; Sidorin and
Gurnis, 1998], chemical components left over from the
formation and early differentiation of the planet (e.g., see
discussions by Ringwood [1975] and Anderson [1989]), a
‘‘slab graveyard’’ [e.g., Dickinson and Luth, 1971; Chase,
1981; Hofmann and White, 1982; Ringwood, 1982; Davies
and Gurnis, 1986], chemical ‘‘dregs’’ segregated from subducted lithosphere [e.g., Chase, 1981; Hofmann and White,
1982; Zindler et al., 1982; Christensen and Hofmann, 1994;
Marcantonio et al., 1995], partial melt [e.g., Williams and
Garnero, 1996], and metals from the outer core [e.g., Knittle

e convecting system. Two-dimensional calculations
ccurately capture the axisymmetric head-tail strucarth-like mantle plumes. Figure 5c is a shadowgraph
om a laboratory experiment on convection in a
ure-dependent fluid in which the cold stagnant lid
anically stirred into the underlying layer using a
r belt. The resulting strong cooling of the interior
axisymmetric plumes with large heads and narrow
onduits.

MPOSITION, STRUCTURE, AND PHYSICAL
TIES OF THE PLUME SOURCE WITHIN D00

he results from a number of laboratory studies of
high Ra convection indicate that even when the
omposed of low-viscosity upwellings with head-tail
s, complicated and destructive interactions between
mes lead to their being spatially and temporally
and short-lived (Figure 6) [e.g., Jellinek et al.,
hgow-Bertelloni et al., 2001; Jellinek et al., 2003].
the presence of large viscosity variations is a
y but insufficient condition for long-lived Earthtle plumes. We have argued that large viscosity
s arise from plate tectonics and thus that these
ns are a consequence of the upper boundary condimantle convection in the Earth. An additional
uestion to consider is whether plume stability is a
ence of the physical state of the plume source

Figure 7. Schematic illustration of several models for D00.
Within the context of plate tectonics, D00 has been explained
variously as (a) a phase change, (b) a thermal boundary layer,
(c) a compositional boundary layer, (d) ponded chemical
dregs from subducted lithosphere, and (e) a slab graveyard.

Figure 22 10 of 35
Figure 7 of Jellinek and Manga, Rev. Geophys., 2004.
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3. MELTING AT MORs

SUMMARY POINTS
1. Two-thirds of the Earth is resurfaced about every 100 million years. MOR spreading
rates range from less than 10 mm yr−1 to nearly 200 mm yr−1 .
2. The solidus is the transition from complete solid to partial melt. Melting proceeds
from 0% at the solidus to 100% several hundred degrees higher at the liquidus.
3. Hotter mantle results in more melt production and thicker ocean crust.
4. More melt production results in shallower depth to ridges.
5. Water will substantially increase the amount of melting beneath MORs. Each 0.1%
of water added to the mantle lowers the solidus by 150 ◦ C to 250 ◦ C.
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Figure 1. Diagrams illustrating the melting mechanisms beneath ocean ridges. At any one pressure, the mantle melts over a
temperature range of several hundred degrees. The boundary between melt absent and melt present is called the mantle
solidus. As mantle ascends beneath the ocean ridge, it begins melting as the solidus is crossed, and melts progressively during further ascent. Thus, the mantle melts by pressure decrease rather than by temperature increase. Hot mantle crosses
the solidus at greater depths, leading to a larger melting regime, greater extents of melting, and thicker crust than that
produced by cold mantle. The numbers on the bottom diagrams correspond to the pressures where melting stops for the
numbered flow lines on the upper diagrams.

Figure 1. Diagrams illustrating the melting mechanisms beneath ocean ridges. At any one
pressure, the mantle melts over a temperature range of several hundred degrees. e boundary
between melt absent and melt present is called the mantle solidus. As mantle ascends beneath the
ocean ridge, it begins melting as the solidus is crossed, and melts progressively dur- ing further
ascent. us, the mantle melts by pressure decrease rather than by temperature increase. Hot
mantle crosses the solidus at greater depths, leading to a larger melting regime, greater extents of
melting, and thicker crust than that produced by cold mantle. e numbers on the bottom diagrams
correspond to the pressures where melting stops for the numbered flow lines on the upper
Oceanography March 2007
79
diagrams. (Langmuir & Forsyth, 2007, Figure 1).
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large, deep region of low-degree melts. (Langmuir & Forsyth, 2007, Figure 5a).
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